The Assistants

The debut novel that J. Courtney Sullivan
calls addictive, hilarious, and smart. Its 9 to
5 for the student loan generation and
Publishers Weekly describes as if the
characters from HBOs Girls were capable
of larceny and blackmail. Rule #1: All
important men have assistants. Rule #2:
Men rule the world. Still. Rule #3: There is
enough money. There is so much
money.Tina Fontana is a thirty-year-old
executive assistant to Robert Barlow, the
CEO of Titan Corp., a multinational media
conglomerate. Shes excellent at her job and
beloved by her famous bossbut after six
years of making reservations and pouring
drinks from bottles that cost more than her
rent, the glamour of working for a media
company in New York has completely
faded, but her student loan debt has not.
When a technical error with Roberts
expense report presents Tina with the
opportunity to pay off the entire balance of
her loans with what would essentially be
pocket change for her boss, she hesitates.
Shes always played by the rules, but this
would be a life-changer. As Tina begins to
fall down the rabbit hole of her morally
questionable plan, other assistants with
crushing debt and fewer scruples approach
her to say that they want in. Before she
knows it, shes at the forefront of a
movement that has implications far beyond
what anyone anticipated.Featuring an
eclectic clan of coconspirators, a love
interest far too handsome to be trusted, and
a razor-sharp voice full of wry humor, The
Assistants is a rallying cry for the leagues
of overeducated and underpaid women who
are asking themselves, How is it that after
all these years, we are still assistants?

Until recently, Camille Perri was Books Editor at Large for Cosmopolitan. Prior to that, she served as Assistant Editor
and Books Consultant at At age 30, Tina Fontana is the executive assistant to media titan Robert Barlow (think Rupert
Murdoch, but with a Texas accent) in New YorkEditorial Reviews. Review. Praise for The Assistants Anyone whos ever
struggled to pay down a student loan and make the rent on that rat-infested apartmentBuy The Assistants by Camille
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Perri (ISBN: 9780399172540) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
The Paperback of the The Assistants by Camille Perri at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!The
Assistants [Camille Perri] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Oceans Eleven meets The Devil Wears Prada (
The Skimm) in this The Assistants features Tina Fontana, a 30 year old executive assistant to the billionaire CEO of
Titan Corporation. Shes great at her job, butThe Assistants has 11557 ratings and 1567 reviews. Larry said: As a society,
we love rooting for David over Goliath, for the underdog to get their day, The Assistants by Camille Perri. Funny and
clever, this is the next Devil Wears Prada Paige Toon Behind every successf - 2 min - Uploaded by Steve MorrisThe
Assistants is a Hollywood Caper movie starring Joe Mantegna, Jane Seymour, Stacy Comedy A comedy that revolves
around the lives of four young Hollywood assistants and college students who compete for the approval of their
eccentric boss. Buy the Paperback Book The Assistants by Camille Perri at , Canadas largest bookstore. + Get Free
Shipping on Fiction andAmazon??????The Assistants??????????Amazon?????????????Camille
Perri???????????????????????Buy The Assistants by Camille Perri from Amazons Fiction Books Store. Everyday low
prices on a huge range of new releases and classic fiction. - 2 min - Uploaded by myFILM. grhttp:///8123 - The
Assistants (Comedy) Director: Steve Morris Cast: Chris Conner Praise for The Assistants Anyone whos ever struggled
to pay down a student loan and make the rent on that rat-infested apartment will savor this wry, keenlyAbout The
Assistants. Oceans Eleven meets The Devil Wears Prada (The Skimm) in this hilarious, razor-sharp debut novel about a
group of overeducated andThe Assistants is a Canadian sitcom that aired from 10 July to 11 September 2009. The series
is the second original comedy to air on The N (now TeenNick) Tina Fontana is a 30-year-old NYU graduate and
executive assistant to billionaire Robert Barlow, CEO of major media company TitanThe Assistants: A Novel [Robin
Lynn Williams] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In this wicked, laugh-out-loud debut novel, five miserable
Cold Iron Pictures, which produced Daniel Radcliffes Swiss Army Man, is developing a movie based on Camille Perris
The Assistants.
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